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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let g, ha2 be two fixed integers, and let ah(g) denote the positive real 
number 0 * ( goM g’Mg*h,. . . , where ( gn)h means the number g” written in 
base h. Mahler [l] first proved that a,,(g) is irrational if h = 10 by p-adic 
theory. Recently Bundschuh [2] extended Mahler’s result to any base 
h 3 2, but his proof was more complicated. In this paper, we shall use the 
well-known Kronecker Theorem to give a simple and elementary proof of 
the above result, i.e., the following: 
THEOREM. Let g, h 3 2 be two fixed integers, then a,,(g) is irrational. 
II. PROOF 
If ah(g) is rational, then 0. ( g”)J g’)h.. . ( g”)h. . is a recurring decimal. 
Let the length of its recurring period be L digits. 
Case 1. Log, g is rational. Say, log, g = (n/m), n, m are positive 
integers. In this case, we have 
g Km = /,K” (1) 
for any integers K> 0. Let K be a sufficiently large integer (Kn > 2L), then 
by (11, 
(gK”)h=) 0 o...o 
Kn>2L 
this contradicts the assumption that 0( g”)h( g’)h.. . ( g”)h . . . is a recurring 
decimal with recurring period of L digits. 
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Case 2. log, g is irrational. 
Let b = hK where K is any sufficiently large integers (K > 2~5). By 
Kronecker Theorem [3], there are infinitely many integers m, n with n > 0 
such that 
-m+nlog, g- 
log,Jb+ l)slog, b <log,(b+ 1)-log,(b) 
2 2 . 
(2) is equivalent to 
bxh”<g”<(b+l)xh” 
and we can assume m > 0. From (3) we have 
(2) 
(3) 
( g”)h = 1 0 0. .. 0 * * ... * u-u- 
K>ZL m  
This is also a contradiction. Therefore, the proof is complete. 
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